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Abstract “Real world” decision-making typically contains complex performance requirements riddled with
incongruent performance conditions. This situation arises because most decision-making is characterized by
complex problems possessing incompatible performance objectives together with opposing design requirements
which are very problematic – if not impossible – to quantify and capture when the supporting decision models
are actually formulated. There are invariably unmodelled components, not evident during model construction,
that can significantly influence the relevance of the model’s solutions. Accordingly, it is generally desirable to
produce numerous, disparate alternatives that provide multiple, distinct perspectives to the problem. These
alternatives should be near-optimal for all known objective(s), but be maximally different from each other when
characterized by the solution structure of their decision variables. Such a maximally different solution
construction method is referred to as modelling-to-generate-alternatives (MGA). This paper outlines an efficient
optimization approach that can simultaneously create multiple, maximally different alternatives by employing
the Firefly Algorithm. The efficiency of this metaheuristic mathematical programming approach is illustrated
using a commonly-tested engineering optimization benchmark problem.
Keywords Firefly Algorithm, Modelling-to-generate-alternatives, Nature-inspired Metaheuristics
Introduction
Decision-making in the “real world” typically involves multifaceted problems possessing design requirements
which are very difficult to formulate into an underlying mathematical programming model and tend to be
inundated by numerous unquantifiable components [1-5]. While mathematically “best” answers provide optimal
solutions to the modelled formulations, these answers are generally not the best solutions to the fundamental real
problems as there are invariably unmodelled components not readily apparent when the model was constructed
[1, 2, 6]. Therefore, it is frequently considered more desirable to create a reasonable number of very different
alternatives that provide multiple, distinct perspectives for the specified problem [3, 7]. These alternatives
should preferably all possess near-optimal objective values for all modelled objective(s), but be fundamentally
dissimilar from each other when characterized by the system structures of their decision variables. Numerous
methods collectively referred to as modelling-to-generate-alternatives (MGA) have been constructed in
response to this multi-perspective, creation requirement [6, 7, 8].
The principal impetus underlying MGA is to produce a tractable set of alternatives that are good with respect to
all measured objective(s) yet are fundamentally dissimilar from each other within the prescribed decision space.
This resulting solution set should provide numerous perspectives that all perform comparably with respect to the
modelled objectives, yet very differently with respect to any unmodelled components [5]. Clearly the decisionmakers would have to conduct a subsequent comprehensive assessment of these alternatives to ascertain which
option(s) most closely satisfies their very specific situations. Necessarily, MGA approaches are classified as a
decision support processes rather than as explicit solution determination methods generally assumed for
optimization.
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Preceding MGA algorithms have employed direct processes for generating their alternatives by iteratively rerunning their solution procedures whenever new alternatives must be produced [6-10]. These iterative methods
follow the seminal MGA approach of Brill et al. [8] in which, once an initial problem formulation has been
optimized, the supplementary alternatives are created one-by-one. Consequently, these incremental algorithms
all require n+1 runnings of their respective approaches to optimize the initial problem and to then create their
subsequent n alternatives [7, 11-13].
For optimization and calculation purposes, Yang [14-15] has established that the nature-inspired Firefly
Algorithm (FA) is more computationally efficient than other commonly-used metaheuristic procedures such as
enhanced particle swarm optimization, genetic algorithms, and simulated annealing [16-17]. However, what
differentiates an FA from other population-based metaheuristics is that it has been explicitly designed to
converge simultaneously into a pre-specified number of local (including global) optima within highly non-linear
mathematical programming problems. Imanirad & Yeomans [12] have subsequently shown how the FA’s
functional optimization capabilities for determining numerous local optima can be adapted to concurrently
generate all n maximally different alternatives required in an MGA approach after an initial optimal solution has
been determined.
In this paper, it is shown how to simultaneously generate sets of maximally different solution alternatives by
implementing a modified version of the nature-inspired FA [14-15] by extending the previous concurrent MGA
approaches of Yeomans [18], Imanirad & Yeomans [12] and Imanirad et al. [13, 19-22]. Remarkably, this new
MGA procedure extends the previous concurrent approaches of Imanirad et al. [13, 19-22] to permit the
simultaneous generation of the globally optimal solution together with n locally optimal, maximally different
alternatives in a single computational run. Explicitly, to generate the additional n maximally different solution
alternatives, the new simultaneous MGA algorithm needs to run exactly the same number of times that an FA
needs to run for function optimization purposes alone (namely once) irrespective of the value of n [23-24].
Therefore, this new, innovative simultaneous FA procedure is extremely computationally efficient for MGA
purposes. This study illustrates the efficacy of the approach for simultaneously constructing multiple, good-butvery-different solution alternatives on a 100-peak multimodal optimization test problem [6, 18].
2. Firefly Algorithm for Function Optimization
While this section provides only a relatively brief synopsis of the FA procedure, more detailed explanations can
be accessed in [12-15, 17]. The FA is a biologically-inspired, population-based metaheuristic. Each firefly in the
population represents one potential solution to a problem and the initial population of fireflies should be
distributed uniformly and randomly throughout the solution space. The solution approach employs the following
three idealized rules: (i) All fireflies within the population are considered essentially unisex, so that any one
firefly could potentially be attracted to any other firefly irrespective of their sex; (ii) The relative attractiveness
between any two fireflies is directly proportional to their respective brightness. This implies that for any two
flashing fireflies, the less bright firefly will always be inclined to move towards the brighter one. However,
attractiveness and brightness both decrease as the relative distance between the fireflies increases. If there is no
brighter firefly within its visible neighborhood, then the particular firefly will move about randomly; and, (iii).
The brightness of a firefly is determined by the overall landscape of the objective function. Namely, for a
maximization problem, the brightness can simply be considered proportional to the value of the objective
function. Based upon these three rules, the basic operational steps of the FA can be summarized within the
following pseudo-code.
Objective Function F(X), X = (x1, x2,… xd)
Generate the initial population of n fireflies, Xi, i = 1, 2,…, n
Light intensity Ii at Xi is determined by F(Xi)
Define the light absorption coefficient γ
while (t < MaxGeneration)
fori = 1: n, all n fireflies
forj = 1: n, alln fireflies (inner loop)
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if (Ii<Ij), Move firefly i towards j; end if
Vary attractiveness with distance r via e- γr
endforj
end fori
Rank the fireflies and find the current global best solution G*
end while
Postprocess the results
In the FA, there are two important issues to resolve: the formulation of attractiveness and the variation of light
intensity. For simplicity, it can always be assumed that the attractiveness of a firefly is determined by its
brightness which in turn is associated with its encoded objective function value. In the simplest case, the
brightness of a firefly at a particular location X would be its calculated objective value F(X). However, the
attractiveness, , between fireflies is relative and will vary with the distance rij between firefly i and firefly j. In
addition, light intensity decreases with the distance from its source, and light is also absorbed in the media, so
the attractiveness needs to vary with the degree of absorption. Consequently, the overall attractiveness of a
firefly can be defined as
= 0 exp(-r2)
where 0 is the attractiveness at distance r = 0 and  is the fixed light absorption coefficient for the specific
medium. If the distance rij between any two fireflies i and j located at Xi and Xj, respectively, is calculated using
the Euclidean norm, then the movement of a firefly i that is attracted to another more attractive (i.e. brighter)
firefly j is determined by
Xi = Xi + 0 exp(-(rij)2)(Xi – Xj) + i .
In this expression of movement, the second term is due to the relative attraction and the third term is a
randomization component. Yang [15] indicates that  is a randomization parameter normally selected within the
range [0,1] and i is a vector of random numbers drawn from either a Gaussian or uniform (generally [-0.5,0.5])
distribution. It should be explicitly noted that this expression represents a random walk biased toward brighter
fireflies and if 0 = 0, it becomes a simple random walk. The parameter  characterizes the variation of the
attractiveness and its value determines the speed of the algorithm’s convergence. For most applications,  is
typically set between 0.1 to 10 [15, 17]. In any given optimization problem, for a very large number of fireflies
n>>k, where k is the number of local optima, the initial locations of the n fireflies should be distributed
relatively uniformly throughout the entire search space. As the FA proceeds, the fireflies begin to converge into
all of these local optima (including the global ones). Hence, by comparing the best solutions among all these
optima, the global optima can easily be determined. Yang [15] proves that the FA will approach the global
optima when n  and the number of iterations t, is set so that t>>1. In reality, the FA has been found to
converge extremely quickly with n set in the range 20 to 50 [14, 15, 17].
Two important limiting or asymptotic cases occur when  0 and when   . For  0, the attractiveness is
constant  = 0, which is equivalent to having a light intensity that does not decrease. Thus, a firefly would be
visible to every other firefly anywhere within the solution domain. Hence, a single (usually global) optima can
easily be reached. If the inner loop for j in the pseudo-code is removed and Xj is replaced by the current global
best G*, then this implies that the FA reverts to a special case of the accelerated particle swarm optimization
(PSO) algorithm. Subsequently, the computational efficiency of this special FA case is equivalent to that of
enhanced PSO. Conversely, when   , the attractiveness is essentially zero along the sightline of all other
fireflies. This is equivalent to the case where the fireflies randomly roam throughout a very thick foggy region
with no other fireflies are visible and each firefly roams in a completely random fashion. This case corresponds
to a completely random search method. As the FA operates between these two asymptotic extremes, it is
possible to adjust the parameters  and  so that the FA can outperform both a random search and the enhanced
PSO algorithms [17].
The computational efficiencies of the FA will be exploited in the subsequent MGA solution approach. As noted,
within the two asymptotic extremes, the population in the FA can determine both the global optima as well as
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the local optima concurrently. The concurrency of population-based solution procedures holds huge
computational and efficiency advantages for MGA purposes [7]. An additional advantage of the FA for MGA
implementation is that the different fireflies essentially work independently of each other, implying that FA
procedures are better than genetic algorithms and PSO for MGA because the fireflies will tend to aggregate
more closely around each local optimum [15-17]. Consequently, with a judicious selection of parameter settings,
the FA will simultaneously converge extremely quickly into both local and global optima [14, 15, 17].
3. Modelling to Generate Alternatives
Most mathematical programming approaches arising in the optimization literature have concentrated almost
exclusively upon producing single optimal solutions to single-objective problem instances or, equivalently,
generating noninferior solution sets to multi-objective formulations [2, 5, 8]. While such algorithms may
efficiently generate solutions to the derived complex mathematical models, whether these outputs actually
establish “best” approaches to the underlying real problems is certainly questionable [1-2, 6, 8]. In most “real
world” decision environments, there are innumerable system objectives and requirements that are never
explicitly apparent or included in the decision formulation stage [1, 5]. Furthermore, it may never be possible to
explicitly express all of the subjective components because there are frequently numerous incompatible,
competing, design requirements and, perhaps, adversarial stakeholder groups involved. Therefore, most
subjective aspects of a problem necessarily must remain unquantified and unmodelled in the construction of the
resultant decision models. This is a common occurrence in situations where the final decisions are constructed
based not only upon clearly stated and modelled objectives, but also upon fundamentally subjective sociopolitical-economic goals and stakeholder preferences [7]. Numerous “real world” examples describing these
types of incongruent modelling dualities appear in [6, 8-10].
When unquantified issues and unmodelled objectives exist, non-conventional approaches are required that not
only search the decision space for noninferior sets of solutions, but must also explore the decision space for
discernibly inferior alternatives to the modelled problem. In particular, any search for good alternatives to
problems known or suspected to contain unmodelled objectives must focus not only on the non-inferior solution
set, but also necessarily on an explicit exploration of the problem’s inferior region.
To illustrate the implications of an unmodelled objective on a decision search, assume that the optimal solution
for a quantified, single-objective, maximization decision problem is X* with corresponding objective value Z1*.
Now suppose that there exists a second, unmodelled, maximization objective Z2 that subjectively reflects some
unquantifiable “environmental/political acceptability” component. Let the solution Xa, belonging to the
noninferior, 2-objective set, represent a potential best compromise solution if both objectives could somehow
have been simultaneously evaluated by the decision-maker. While Xa might be viewed as the best compromise
solution to the real problem, it would appear inferior to the solution X* in the quantified mathematical model,

since it evidently must be the case that Z1a  Z1*. Consequently, when unmodelled objectives are factored into
the decision-making process, mathematically inferior solutions for the modelled problem can prove optimal to
the underlying real problem. Therefore, when unmodelled objectives and unquantified issues might exist,
different solution approaches are needed in order to not only search the decision space for the noninferior set of
solutions, but also to simultaneously explore the decision space for inferior alternative solutions to the modelled
problem. Population-based methods such as the FA permit concurrent searches throughout a feasible region and
thus prove to be particularly adept solution procedures for searching through such a problem’s decision space.
The primary motivation behind MGA is to produce a manageably small set of alternatives that are quantifiably
good with respect to modelled objectives yet are as different as possible from each other in the decision space.
In doing this, the resulting alternative solution set is likely to provide truly different choices that all perform
somewhat similarly with respect to the known modelled objective(s) yet very differently with respect to any
unmodelled issues. By generating these good-but-different solutions, the decision-makers can explore desirable
qualities within the alternatives that may prove to satisfactorily address the various unmodelled objectives to
varying degrees of stakeholder acceptability.
In order to properly motivate an MGA search procedure, it is necessary to provide a more mathematically
formal definition to the goals of the MGA process [6], [7].Suppose the optimal solution to an original
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mathematical model is X* with objective value Z* = F(X*). The following maximal difference model can then
be solved to generate an alternative solution that is maximally different from X*:
Max  =



Subject to:

i

| Xi - Xi* |
X D
| F(X) - Z* |  T

where  represents some difference function (for clarity, shown as absolute in this instance) and T is a targeted
tolerance value specified relative to the original optimal function value Z*. T is a user-supplied value that
determines how much of the inferior region is to be explored in the search for acceptable alternative solutions.
This difference function concept can be extended into a measure of difference between any set of alternatives by
replacing X* in the objective of the maximal difference model and calculating the overall sum (or some other
function) of the differences of the pairwise comparisons between each pair of alternatives – subject to the
condition that each alternative is feasible and falls within the specified tolerance constraint.
The FA-based MGA procedure to be introduced is designed to generate a pre-determined small number of
close-to-optimal, but maximally different alternatives, by adjusting the value of T and using the FA to solve the
corresponding maximal difference problem instance. By exploiting the population structure of the FA, the
Fireflies collectively evolve toward different local optima within the solution space. The survival of solutions
depends upon how well the solutions perform with respect to the problem’s originally modelled objective(s) and
simultaneously by how far away they are from all of the other alternatives generated in the decision space.
4. FA-based Simultaneous MGA Computational Algorithm
The MGA method to be introduced produces a pre-determined number of close-to-optimal, but maximally
different alternatives, by modifying the value of the bound T in the maximal difference model and using an FA
to solve the corresponding, maximal difference problem. Each solution within the FA’s population contains one
potential set of p different alternatives. By exploiting the co-evolutionary solution structure within the
population of the algorithm, the Fireflies collectively evolve each solution to-ward sets of different local optima
within the solution space. In this process, each desired solution alternative undergoes the common search
procedure of the FA. However, the survival of solutions depends both upon how well the solutions perform with
respect to the modelled objective(s) and by how far away they are from all of the other alternatives generated in
the decision space.
A direct process for generating alternatives with the FA would be to iteratively solve the maximum difference
model by incrementally updating the target T whenever a new alternative needs to be produced and then rerunning the algorithm. This iterative approach would parallel the original Hop, Skip, and Jump (HSJ) MGA
algorithm of Brill et al. [8] in which, once an initial problem formulation has been optimized, supplementary
alternatives are systematically created one-by-one through an incremental adjustment of the target constraint to
force the sequential generation of the suboptimal solutions. While this approach is straightforward, it requires a
repeated execution of the optimization algorithm [7, 12, 13].
To improve upon the stepwise alternative approach of the HSJ algorithm, a concurrent MGA technique was
subsequently designed based upon the concept of co-evolution Imanirad et al. [13, 19, 21]. In the coevolutionary approach, pre-specified stratified subpopulation ranges within the algorithm’s overall population
were established that collectively evolved the search toward the creation of the specified number of maximally
different alternatives. Each desired solution alternative was represented by each respective subpopulation and
each subpopulation underwent the common processing operations of the FA. The survival of solutions in each
subpopulation depended simultaneously upon how well the solutions perform with respect to the modelled
objective(s) and by how far away they are from all of the other alternatives. Consequently, the evolution of
solutions in each subpopulation toward local optima is directly influenced by those solutions contained in all of
the other subpopulations, which forces the concurrent co-evolution of each subpopulation towards good but
maximally distant regions within the decision space according to the maximal difference model [7].
By employing this co-evolutionary concept, it becomes possible to implement an FA-based MGA procedure that
concurrently produces alternatives which possess objective function bounds that are somewhat analogous to
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those created by the sequential, iterative HSJ-styled solution generation approach. While each alternative
produced by an HSJ procedure is maximally different only from the overall optimal solution (together with its
bound on the objective value which is at least x% different from the best objective (i.e. x = 1%, 2%, etc.)), a
concurrent procedure is able to generate alternatives that are no more than x% different from the overall optimal
solution but with each one of these solutions being as maximally different as possible from every other
generated alternative that was produced. Co-evolution is also much more efficient than the sequential HSJ-style
approach in that it exploits the inherent population-based searches of FA procedures to concurrently generate the
entire set of maximally different solutions using only a single population [12, 21].
While a concurrent approach exploits the population-based nature of the FA’s solution approach, the coevolution process occurs within each of the stratified subpopulations. The maximal differences between
solutions in different subpopulations is based upon aggregate subpopulation measures. Conversely, in the
following simultaneous MGA algorithm, each solution in the population contains exactly one entire set of
alternatives and the maximal difference is calculated only for that particular solution (i.e. the specific alternative
set contained within that solution in the population). Hence, by the evolutionary nature of the FA search
procedure, in the subsequent approach, the maximal difference is simultaneously calculated for the specific set
of alternatives considered within each specific solution – and the need for concurrent subpopulation aggregation
measures is circumvented.
The steps in the co-evolutionary alternative generation algorithm are as follows [18, 23, 24]:
Initialization Step. In this preliminary step, solve the original optimization problem to determine the optimal
solution, X*. As with prior solution approaches Imanirad et al. [13, 19-22] and without loss of generality, it is
entirely possible to forego this step and construct the algorithm to find X* as part of its solution processing.
However, such a requirement increases the number of computational iterations of the overall procedure and the
initial stages of the processing focus upon finding X* while the other elements of each population solution
remain essentially “computational overhead”. Based upon the objective value F(X*), establish P target values. P
represents the desired number of maximally different alternatives to be generated within prescribed target
deviations from the X*. Note: The value for P has to have been set a priori by the decision-maker.
Step 1. Create the initial population of size K in which each solution is divided into P equally-sized partitions.
The size of each partition corresponds to the number of variables for the original optimization problem. Ap
represents the pth alternative, p = 1,…,P, in each solution.
Step 2. In each of the K solutions, evaluate each Ap, p = 1,…,P, with respect to the modelled objective.
Alternatives meeting their target constraint and all other problem constraints are designated as feasible, while all
other alternatives are designated as infeasible. A solution can only be designated as feasible if all of the
alternatives contained within it are feasible.
Step 3. Apply an appropriate elitism operator to each solution to rank order the best individuals in the
population. The best solution is the feasible solution containing the most distant set of alternatives in the
decision space (the distance measure is defined in Step 5). Note: Because the best solution to date is always
retained in the population throughout each iteration of the FA, at least one solution will always be feasible. A
feasible solution for the first step can always consists of P repetitions of X*.
Step 4. Stop the algorithm if the termination criteria (such as maximum number of iterations or some measure of
solution convergence) are met. Otherwise, proceed to Step 5.
Step 5. For each solution k = 1,…, K, calculate Dk, a distance measure between all of the alternatives contained
within solution k.
As an illustrative example for determining a distance measure, calculate
Dk =



i 1toP



j 1toP

 ( Ai,Aj).

This represents the total distance between all of the alternatives contained within solution k. Alternatively, the
distance measure could be calculated by some other appropriately defined function.
Step 6. Rank the solutions according to the distance measure Dk objective – appropriately adjusted to
incorporate any constraint violation penalties for infeasible solutions. The goal of maximal difference is to force
alternatives to be as far apart as possible in the decision space from the alternatives of each of the partitions
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within each solution. This step orders the specific solutions by those solutions which contain the set of
alternatives which are most distant from each other.
Step 7. Apply appropriate FA “change operations” to the each of the solutions and return to Step.
It should be apparent that the stratification approach outlined in this algorithm could be readily modified to
accommodate any of the population-based solution procedures. However, as noted in Section1, the FA is an
algorithm specifically designed to simultaneously converge into numerous local optima which provides distinct
computational advantages over other population-based metaheuristics. A disadvantage to the FA-based
procedure in comparison to iterative MGA approaches lies in the extra computational overhead required to store
the expanded population size for all of the alternatives and the additional solution time required to generate both
the overall optimal solution together with the set of maximally different alternatives. Based upon preliminary
testing and significant experimentation in the subsequent section, it seems that the additional storage
requirements can be considered essentially negligible for all practical purposes and that the extra computational
effort is virtually undetectable. However, these disadvantages could potentially become more pronounced for
other problem instances that might be identified in subsequent extensions to this paper.
5. Computational Testing of Simultaneous MGA Algorithm
As stated previously, “real world” decision-makers often prefer to be able to select from a set of “near-optimal”
alternatives that differ significantly from each other in terms of their system structures. The efficacy of the coevolutionary MGA procedure to simultaneously produce maximally different alternatives will be demonstrated
using a non-linear optimization problem taken from [6] and [18].
The mathematical formulation for this multimodal problem can be summarized as:
Maximize F(x,y) = Sin(19πx) +

x
y
+ Sin(19πy) +
+2
1.7
1 .7

0.0  x  1.0
0.0  y  1.0
The non-linear, feasible region contains 100 peaks separated by valleys in which the amplitudes of both the
peaks and valleys increase as the values of the decision variables increase from the (0,0) toward (1,1). For the
design parameters employed in this formulation, the best solution of F(x,y) = 5.146 occurs at point (x,y) =
(0.974, 0.974) [6, 18].
In order to create the set of different alternatives, extra target constraints that varied the value of T by up to 1.5%
between successive alternatives were placed into the original formulation in order to force the generation of
solutions maximally different from the initial optimal solution (i.e. the values of the bound were set at 1.5%,
3%, 4.5%, etc. for the respective alternatives). The MGA procedure was used to create the optimal solution and
the 10 maximally different solutions shown in Table 1.
Table 1: Objective Values and Solutions for the 11 Maximally Different Alternatives
Increment
1.5%
Increment
Between
Alternatives
F(x,y)
x
y
5.14
0.97
0.97
Optimal
5.11
0.97
0.98
Alternative 1
5.06
0.98
0.87
Alternative 2
5.01
0.87
0.76
Alternative 3
4.98
0.87
0.98
Alternative 4
4.92
0.76
0.98
Alternative 5
4.90
0.87
0.66
Alternative 6
4.77
0.45
0.87
Alternative 7
4.73
0.98
0.34
Alternative 8
4.66
0.13
0.97
Alternative 9
4.65
0.98
0.13
Alternative 10
As detailed earlier, most “real world” optimization problems tend to be riddled with incongruent performance
specifications that are exceedingly difficult to quantify. Therefore, it is frequently desirable to generate a set of
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quantifiably good alternatives that deliver very different perspectives to any potentially unmodelled
performance design matters during the solution formulation stage. Any unique performance characteristics
contained within these divergent alternatives can produce very different system performance with respect to
unmodelled issues, thereby hopefully capturing some of the previously unmodelled issues into the actual
solution process.
The benchmark test problem demonstrates how the co-evolutionary MGA modelling algorithm can
simultaneously generate multiple alternatives via the computationally efficient FA that satisfy all known system
performance criteria to within a prespecified bounds and while remaining as maximally different from each
other as possible in the solution space. In addition to its alternative generating capabilities, the FA aspect of the
MGA approach concurrently performs soundly with respect to function optimization. Namely, for the test
problem, the best overall solution determined in the FA-based MGA procedure is identical to the optimal
solution found in [6].
This section highlights several noteworthy discoveries with respect to the simultaneous FA-based MGA
procedure: (i) Due to the evolving nature of its population-based searches, the co-evolutionary capabilities
within an FA can generate more good alternatives than planners could generate using other MGA approaches;
(ii) By the nature of the MGA procedure, the alternatives created are good for planning, since all of their
structures will be maximally different from each other (specifically, these differences are not just simply
different from the overall optimal solution as in an HSJ-style approach to MGA); and, (iv) The algorithm is very
computationally efficient, since it need run only a single time to generate its entire set of multiple, good
alternatives (explicitly, to generate n solution alternatives, the MGA algorithm needs to run exactly once,
irrespective of value of n).
6. Conclusions
In general, “real world” decision-making entails multifaceted performance requirements further complicated by
discordant performance specifications and unquantifiable objectives. These problems often contain incongruent
design issues which are very problematic – if not impossible – to capture when the supporting decision models
need to be formulated. Thus, there are invariably unmodelled design requirements, not apparent during the
model formulation, that can critically affect the adequacy of the model’s solutions. These ambiguous and
conflicting dimensions force the decision-makers into integrating many in congruencies into their decision
process prior to final solution construction. In the face of such inconsistencies, it is improbable that any single
solution could ever be constructed to simultaneously satisfy all of the contradictory system requirements without
a substantial rebalancing of the various tradeoffs. Consequently, any auxiliary modelling techniques used in the
decision formulation must somehow simultaneously account for all of these features while being flexible
enough to capture the inherent planning uncertainties.
In this paper, an MGA procedure was constructed that illustrated how the computationally efficient, populationbased FA could be exploited to simultaneously produce numerous near-best, maximally different alternatives. In
this MGA role, the simultaneous procedure creates numerous alternatives possessing the essential problem
characteristics, with each generated solution providing a very different perspective. Since FA approaches have
been employed in solving a diverse spectrum of problem types, the practicability of this simultaneous MGA
procedure can clearly be extended to numerous disparate applications. These extensions will become the focus
in future studies.
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